A Report on Bird Watching Program on 26.01.2022 at Institute of Forest Biodiversity (IFB), Hyderabad.

The Institute of Forest Biodiversity organized a bird-watching program in IFB-Campus, Hyderabad on 26.01.2022 as a part of ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’. Shri E. Venkat Reddy, IFS, Head Extension explained about the objective of this program is to spread the message of bird conservation and he also explained that the 100-acre spread of IFB is a haven for rich birding and butterflying experience. Officers/ Scientists and Technical staff participated in this program.

During the bird watching, the staff divided into different groups and spotted out different bird species in the IFB-Campus, Hyderabad. The bird species include Peacock, Common crow, Laughing dove, White-throated kingfisher, Green Bee Eater, Southern black flycatcher, Red-wattled Lapwing, Eurasian magpie, Coppersmith Barbet, Red-vented Bulbul, Grey francolin, Purple rumped sunbird, Common Iora, ash Prinia, Small minivet, greater coucal, Rufous treepie and Golden-backed three-toed woodpecker.

The overall program was coordinated by Shri. E. Manikanta Reddy, Technician, Extension Division, IFB, Hyderabad.
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